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About the MAP Assessment

Computer Adaptive

 MAP tests are computer-based and adaptive

 The difficulty of the questions is dynamically adjusted based on student responses

 The test fine tunes the questions until it can be determined where that student is on the learning 

continuum (independent of their grade)

Nationally Normed

 MAP allows us to see how our students stack up compared to students across the country, not just 

in Colorado

 Over 8 million students take the MAP assessments each year, so the national norms are statistically 

significant

Growth Data

 AA students take MAP in the Fall and again in the Spring, so parents, students, and teachers can 

determine the growth made over the course of the school year.



MAP Terms

RIT Score

 The RIT score indicates where students are on the learning continuum, independent of grade.

AA Data

 AA Fall: the average RIT score of AA students in the fall

 AA Spring: the average RIT score of AA students in the spring

 AA Growth: the difference between AA Fall and AA Spring (average RIT growth)

National Norms

 Fall Norm: the average RIT score of students across the country in the same grade in the fall 

(beginning of school year)

 Spring Norm: the average RIT score of students across the country in the same grade in the spring 

(end of school year)

 Norm Growth: the average growth of all students across the country in the same grade that started 

at the same RIT score at the beginning of the year (for example, the average growth of all third 

graders that started with a RIT of 198 is 11 RIT points)

 Growth Percentile: the percentile our students’ growth fell into as compared to the growth of similar 

students (same starting RIT) nationally.



AA 2014-15 Reading Achievement and Growth

The chart above shows AA’s fall and spring 

READING RIT scores (blue) compared to 

the national norms (green).  Note that the 

national norms for 9th grade and 10th grade 

are included to compare our students to 

those grades as well.

The chart below shows AA’s 

READING RIT growth (blue) 

compared to the norm growth for 

students that started in the same 

place (green).  



Reading Growth and Growth %tile by Campus



Reading Growth History: Castle Pines Campus

GROWTH (above)

The chart below shows AA’s 

READING RIT growth (Castle 

Pines campus) over the last two 

years compared to national norm 

growth for the same grade level 

(gray).

ACHIEVEMENT (below)

The chart above shows AA’s 

READING achievement (Castle Pines 

campus) over the last four years 

compared to national norm growth 

(gray).



Reading Growth History: Parker Campus

GROWTH (above)

The chart below shows AA’s 

READING RIT growth (Parker 

campus) over the last two years 

compared to national norm growth 

for the same grade level (gray).

ACHIEVEMENT (below)

The chart above shows AA’s 

READING achievement (Parker 

campus) over the last four years 

compared to national norm growth 

(gray).



AA 2014-15 Language Usage Achievement and Growth

The chart above shows AA’s fall and spring 

LANGUAGE USAGE RIT scores (blue) 

compared to the national norms (green).  

Note that the national norms for 9th grade 

and 10th grade are included to compare our 

students to those grades as well.

The chart below shows AA’s 

LANGUAGE USAGE RIT growth 

(blue) compared to the norm growth 

for students that started in the same 

place (green).  



Language Usage Growth and Growth %tile by Campus



Language Usage Growth History: Castle Pines Campus

GROWTH (above)

The chart below shows AA’s 

LANGUAGE USAGE RIT growth 

(Castle Pines campus) over the 

last two years compared to national 

norm growth for the same grade 

level (gray).

ACHIEVEMENT (below)

The chart above shows AA’s 

LANGUAGE USAGE achievement 

(Castle Pines campus) over the last 

four years compared to national norm 

growth (gray).



Language Usage Growth History: Parker Campus

GROWTH (above)

The chart below shows AA’s 

LANGUAGE USAGE RIT growth 

(Parker campus) over the last two 

years compared to national norm 

growth for the same grade level 

(gray).

ACHIEVEMENT (below)

The chart above shows AA’s 

LANGUAGE USAGE achievement 

(Parker campus) over the last four 

years compared to national norm 

growth (gray).



AA 2014-15 Math Achievement and Growth

The chart above shows AA’s fall and spring 

MATH RIT scores (blue) compared to the 

national norms (green).  Note that the 

national norms for 9th grade and 10th grade 

are included to compare our students to 

those grades as well.

The chart below shows AA’s MATH 

RIT growth (blue) compared to the 

norm growth for students that started 

in the same place (green).  



Math Growth and Growth %tile by Campus



Math Growth History: Castle Pines Campus

GROWTH (above)

The chart below shows AA’s MATH 

RIT growth (Castle Pines campus) 

over the last two years compared 

to national norm growth for the 

same grade level (gray).

ACHIEVEMENT (below)

The chart above shows AA’s MATH 

achievement (Castle Pines campus) 

over the last four years compared to 

national norm growth (gray).



Math Growth History: Parker Campus

GROWTH (above)

The chart below shows AA’s MATH 

RIT growth (Parker campus) over 

the last two years compared to 

national norm growth for the same 

grade level (gray).

ACHIEVEMENT (below)

The chart above shows AA’s MATH 

achievement (Parker campus) over the 

last four years compared to national 

norm growth (gray).



AA 2014-15 Science Achievement and Growth

The chart above shows AA’s fall and spring 

SCIENCE RIT scores (blue) compared to 

the national norms (green).  Note that the 

national norms for 9th grade and 10th grade 

are included to compare our students to 

those grades as well.

The chart below shows AA’s 

SCIENCE RIT growth (blue) 

compared to the norm growth for 

students that started in the same 

place (green).  



Science Growth by Campus (%tile unavailable per NWEA)



Science Growth History: Castle Pines Campus

GROWTH (above)

The chart below shows AA’s 

SCIENCE RIT growth (Castle 

Pines campus) over the last two 

years compared to national norm 

growth for the same grade level 

(gray).

ACHIEVEMENT (below)

The chart above shows AA’s 

SCIENCE achievement (Castle Pines 

campus) over the last four years 

compared to national norm growth 

(gray).



Science Growth History: Parker Campus

GROWTH (above)

The chart below shows AA’s 

SCIENCE RIT growth (Parker 

campus) over the last two years 

compared to national norm growth 

for the same grade level (gray).

ACHIEVEMENT (below)

The chart above shows AA’s 

SCIENCE achievement (Parker 

campus) over the last four years 

compared to national norm growth 

(gray).



More Information

For more information on the MAP 
assessments, please visit:

http://www.nwea.org/

http://www.nwea.org/

